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                DGBAT is a community-driven outreach initiative aims to promote the DigiByte blockchain through education, outreach and marketing campaigns.
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                Who We Are

                
                DGBAT is a community-driven outreach initiative.
                

				
                We are proud to have been part of the amazing DigiByte community since May 2018 and believe that the transformative nature of the DigiByte blockchain, when harnessed correctly by the right people, can contribute to a better world. We are led by a 20+ member core group, who manage teams across social media, outreach, education, developers and writers.
Learn more about DGBAT members on DGBWiki.
                

				Brief information about the DigiByte Blockchain.

				
                DigiByte is an open-source and highly decentralized global blockchain that hosts DGB Coin, DigiAssets, Digi-ID and more...
                

            

        
 
		
		
                
            

                
                    
                        Blockchain

                        
                        DigiByte is more than a faster digital currency. It is an innovative blockchain that can be used for digital assets, smart contracts, decentralized applications and secure authentication.
Learn more on digibyte.org.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        Currency

                        
                        DigiByte (DGB) is a highly scalable peer-to-peer digital currency that enables industry-leading transaction speeds with negligible fees. DigiByte is the best means of making digital payments.
Learn more on digibyte.org.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        DigiAssets

                        
                        DigiAssets is a secure, scalable layer on top of the DigiByte blockchain that allows for the decentralized issuance of assets, tokens, smart contracts, digital identity and more.
Learn more on digibyte.org.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        Digi-ID

                        
                        Digi-ID is a security protocol built on DigiByte blockchain technology that empowers users to effortlessly sign-in to websites, applications, and even into the internet of things.
Learn more on digibyte.org.
                        

                    

                


            
 

        
 

     


    
    

        
            
                What we do

                
                DGBAT raises awareness of people about DigiByte.
                

				
                We contribute to the DigiByte blockchain in various ways such as executing marketing activities and outreach works, creating educational materials, providing support guidance and managing a fundraising platform to support DigiByte related projects.
                

            

        
 

        

            
                
                    
                

                
                    Marketing

                    The execution of marketing activities is one of the most important goals of DGBAT. We are working to ensure that important news about DigiByte are announced through social media and our partners.
                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                

                
                    Outreach

                    We are working to introduce DigiByte blockchain technology to potential users and to ensure that third-party services such as cryptocurrency exchanges and wallets provide DigiByte (DGB) support.
                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                
  
                
                    Education

                    We regularly create educational articles about DigiByte and post them on our Medium page to inform our community and all people interested in blockchain technology or cryptocurrencies.
                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                

                
                    Support

                    We guide you to find the most convenient resources and people that can help you to solve any possible difficulties you may encounter while using DigiByte blockchain related services.
                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                

                
                    Fundraising

                    DGBAT provides a reliable platform for collecting cryptocurrency donations from the community. Our donation wallets have 3/5 MultiSig schema and require internal voting process for spending.
                    

                

            

    
            
                
                    
                

                
                    Contribution

                    We offer funding and marketing support to developers working on projects using DigiByte blockchain tech. We also sponsor events that have a potential to raise awareness about DigiByte.
                    

                

            


        
 

     


    
    

        
            
                Sponsors

                
                Help us build the decentralized future.
                

				
                By purchasing from our sponsors listed here, you will be indirectly contributing to the DigiByte Awareness Team. If you want to be our sponsor, please  contact us.
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                                Swap exchange service
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                Donate

                From the community to the community.

				
                DigiByte has never been funded through an ICO or significant amount of premined coins. DGBAT aims to provide a transparent and secure fundraising platform for marketing, outreach and development activities of the DigiByte blockchain.
                

				
                All DGBAT donation addresses have 3/5 MultiSig schema, so there is no single point of failure. All spending requests are approved by DGBAT members by voting. All wallet balances are public and expenses can be tracked on Telegram.
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                            SdUzSYHyKdc2kZtM3DBkQeqc5MdeDXLjFi
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                Donate in other coins or buy something from DGBAT shop.

				
                We accept other cryptocurrencies as well through ChangeAngel widget. Don't think donating works for you? You can also support us by buying something you like from DGBAT Shop or through our sponsors.
                

				
				
				
				
				
				
            

        
 
     
     


    
    

            
                

            


        
            
                Contact

                Tell us your project or collaboration idea.

            

        
 

        
            
                
                     info@dgbat.org
					

Avoid shameless self-promotion and advertisement mails.

                
                
                If you need technical support or have questions about mining and development, please check out the DGB Wiki guides first then feel free to join related DigiByte Telegram group if needed.
                

                
                 DGBWiki.com
                

				
                 Support    Mining    Developers
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